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Saturday, May 16, 2015 
 
Dear 2014-2015 Eagle Eye Staff, 
 
My husband truly is my better half. I went home last night and grumbled about my day and all 
the things I take personally and shouldn’t (because I work with teenagers and will not survive in 
this profession if I am hurt each time a teenager rolls their eyes in my class) and this is what he 
told me: “Meet them where they’re at.” He thinks I might be holding you to my level of 
perfectionism. I think it’s sweet that he thinks I’m perfect, but he also makes a good point. I have 
to meet you, even if there are consequences. Even if I am afraid. 
 
I am willing to meet you on Our Agreements. I hope that you will listen/read on and know in 
your heart that I always have our common goal – the quality of the newspaper – in mind. As a 
teacher, I also commit myself to doing what I think is best for students. Finally, as the adviser of 
the class, I concern myself with the legacy of the course. You are one newspaper staff, but others 
have passed before you and I want there to be others after you. In the spirit of goodwill, I think 
you all want that, too.  
 
Fast, like tearing off a Band-Aid seems the best way to do this: I am not going to send the pages 
we exported last night to the publisher. 
 
The Sting 
We have had the last several weeks to write and design this issue, but we have not been true to 
Our Agreements and our product has suffered. The main agreement we violated states: “We will 
maintain mature and productive relationships, completing our responsibilities to maintain peace 
within the chain of command.” I think I have let you down in my responsibility to teach and 
show you good journalism. I have not given you enough opportunities to practice good 
journalism when the stakes are low, and now I am choosing to halt production when the stakes 
are high. I have enabled you to privilege work for other classes above newspaper and to 
prioritize our third agreement over the first two. Just like Lord of the Flies, we have cared too 
much about having fun and not enough about building respect through open communication and 
hard work toward a common goal. I have modeled this behavior myself, and I owe you an 
apology for the effect on the class overall.  
 
The Dull Ache 
Am I doing what is best for students by not sending this issue to the publisher? I am afraid to 
disappoint a number of people with this decision: you, your parents, our student body, our 
advertisers. I am afraid that a consequence of this decision will be all out mutiny – that some of 
you will not see this as an opportunity to reflect and grow and would rather transfer classes for 
second semester. I am afraid that I am being a Scrooge or a Grinch, only not as nice because my 
heart is not suddenly going to grow four sizes, influencing me to reconsider and publish the 
issue. In other words, I am afraid that I am single-handedly ruining a season of giving! Despite 



 

 

these fears, I am certain that shelving this print issue is best for us. We are coming upon the end 
of the semester, but I do not believe that the product we made reflects the culmination of our 
learning. We may not have had enough low-stakes practice or technological resources, but we 
did have lots of time and access to textbooks on good journalism. Yet, our print product looks 
like we wasted a lot of time and ignored what the experts say about quality. We can do better. 
 
The New Skin 
We should not have to make excuses – to ourselves, our peers, our parents, our patrons in 
advertising – about our quarterly print publications being below standard. More than that, we 
should endeavor to honor and improve the legacy of The Eagle Eye with every issue. What 
began as the El Caminian in 1951 has evolved and stood the test of time due to the dedicated 
efforts of the staff throughout the years. When the dedication to each other and the product isn’t 
there, the paper suffers. When effort wanes, the paper suffers. Newspapers and magazines 
everywhere are dying. We, ourselves, are struggling financially. Publishing an issue that has not 
evolved in a positive direction is a luxury we literally cannot afford.  
 
We have new life in this class in this class (the largest percentage of underclassmen in a long 
time!) and we need to think about the precedents we may be setting for them, the future 
torchbearers of the newspaper flame. Some of them are dedicating time and effort, taking 
initiative to learn and risks that demonstrate their critical thinking. I appreciate these things so 
much that I can’t wait to come to work most mornings and see who will surprise me next. But 
the burden of this class cannot rest on the shoulders of the inspired few. They will burn out and 
we – The Eagle Eye past, present, and future – will lose them to other electives where they do 
not have to “maintain productive relationships” to be creative.  
 
I know that it is the end of the semester; that you have other, more academic classes; that college 
awaits; that you’ve had senioritis since halfway through your freshman year; that high school is, 
as Yogi Berra might say, ninety percent social and the other half is academic; that you have a 
life. I am still inviting you reflect and recommit yourselves to this class with some additional 
agreements: 1) Dedicate Time and Effort, 2) Evolve the Product, and 3) Value Relationships. In 
the words of a wise man, I hope you will choose to meet me where I’m at.  
 
With utmost respect,  
 
Ms. Ari Santillanes 
Adviser to The Eagle Eye 
 
 


